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The River that Meanders

The Susquehanna River, southeast of Windsor, Broome County, NY (Source: Pictometry)
The River That Meanders
Oh, the river that meanders has an aimless kind of flow…
in the sense that such a river seems to not know where to go.
Is it right or left, or left or right? Who cares? And I don’t know.
Yet it’s that lack of clear direction that the river seems to show!
Oh the river that meanders suggests a valley with low slope,
as it twists and turns and cuts a course that offers little hope
of telling why it went that way… an aquatic king of grope.
For the river, twisty river, looks a bit like some blue rope.
Oh the river that meanders has a kind of strange appeal…
with its artistic looking patterns… but believe me they are real.
Now you may think such rivers with the land have cut a deal,
for they take from one another, but yet they do not steal.
Oh the river that meanders lets you know where it has been
with its separated oxbows and its bank-eroding spin.
Yet that slowly moving river hardly ever makes a din,
and the river is a lifeline for feather, fur, and fin.
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Oh you river, twisty river, tell me what will be your fate?
Will you twist yourself apart? Have you ever had a spate?
Those sandbanks on your inside bank don’t care if you are late.
So flow and let flow river, your meanders are just great!

About this Poem Kenton M. Steward composed this poem in Russia on 6 July 1999, while flying over Siberia
(from Krasnoyarsk to Tunguska, Norilsk and Khatanga). In a letter to us he explained: "A few days earlier, while
flying in a jet from Moscow to Krasnoyarsk, I noticed many interesting meandering streams from the airplane
window. Indeed, although I had seen such streams before in North America, it was the undeveloped nature of
the Russian terrain that seemed to enhance the beauty of the meandering streams. After seeing many more
meandering streams on 6 July and thinking about the biota associated with such streams, determining the
direction of flow from the position of the sandbars, wondering about the interesting geomorphology and the
give and take of such streams with land in more gently-sloping terrain, I was inspired to write some poetry
aboard the plane that day. Incidentally, the term spate, for streams, is used to characterize a dramatic and
large rush of water that produces a major disturbance to the stream."

The author, Dr. Kenton M. Stewart is a professor in the Department of Biological Sciences, State University of
New York at Buffalo. Poem © Copyright 2005 Ecology Online Sweden. All rights reserved. Photo © Copyright
Pictomtery. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
"that area of land, a bounded hydrologic system, within which all living things are inextricably
linked by their common water course and where, as humans settled, simple logic demanded
that they become part of a community."
-John Wesley Powell, Scientist Geographer

We all live in a watershed…
Watersheds can be useful
educational tools for crossing a wide
variety of disciplines. From math and
science (modeling, fieldwork, data
collection and interpretation), to
literature and human/environment
interactions (primary and secondary
historical sources, poems and
literary accounts, and change in
population and land cover),
watersheds, both in the physical world
and in the educational world, can elucidate a
variety of problems, solutions and connections.

This manual is designed for formal and informal educators, with
support from the New York Geographic Alliance and Monroe Community
College, with funding provided by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. It uses components of Citizen Science: a non-scientist
driven exploration, systemic collection and analysis of data, and scientific
discovery. The primary function is to support educators using watersheds
as a connection for geospatial learning to the larger curriculum, and as a
resource for lessons utilizing the Common CORE.
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Watershed Defined
1. An area or ridge of land that separates waters flowing to different rivers, basins, or seas.
2. An area or region drained by a river, river system, or other body of water.

Figure 1: Example of a watershed (also known as a drainage basin). The dashed line is the main drainage divide
of the basin. (Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=479566)

On the diagram above, label the following parts of a river network: mouth, tributary, main branch, and
identify at least one source
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New York State Watersheds

Map 1: Major watersheds in New York State

In New York State, there are 16 major watersheds (Map 1), one of which (the Allegheny
watershed) which eventually empties into the Gulf of Mexico, 5 which drain into the Great
Lakes of Erie and Ontario(Niagara River/Lake Erie watershed, Genesee River watershed, Lake
Ontario tributaries, Oswego River and Finger Lakes watershed, and the Black River watershed),
2 which drain into the St. Lawrence River (St. Lawrence River, and Lake Champlain
watersheds), and 5 of them will eventually drain into Long Island Sound and the Atlantic Ocean
(Mohawk River, Upper Hudson River, Lower Hudson River, Housatonic River, Atlantic
7

Ocean/Long Island Sound watershed). The Delaware River watershed empties into the
Delaware Bay/Atlantic Ocean, and the Ramapo River (the smallest watershed in New York
State) will eventually flow into the Atlantic Ocean as well. The Upper Susquehanna
watershed, which includes the Chemung basin, flows into the Chesapeake Bay.
While all watersheds are important, the Chesapeake Bay Watershed (Map 2) is unique:
it is at once the second largest sub watershed to the Atlantic Seaboard Watershed, and is also
the largest estuary in the United States.

Map 2: The Chesapeake Bay Watershed
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The Chesapeake Bay Watershed is about 64,000 square miles and connects 6 states
(New York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Maryland, and Virginia). In New York, the Upper
Susquehanna watershed (Map 3) comprises the northern most portion of the system. The
Upper Susquehanna watershed can be further divided into 5 smaller basins: the Chemung,
Chenango, Owego-Wappasening, Tioga, and Susquehanna.

Map 3: Upper Susquehanna watershed within NY State. Part of the much larger Chesapeake Bay watershed (see inset).
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A relief map of New York State (Map 4) shows the influence that topography can have
on the direction that rivers flow, and also on where watershed boundaries are drawn.

Map 4: New York Elevation and Water Map (Source: Carol Gersmehl, New York Geographic Alliance)
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Lessons and Quick Activities
- Fishing the Chesapeake Bay in Maryland – p.12
- Common Caddisflies and Mayflies in the Susquehanna River Watershed – p.15
- Watershed Exercise – p.21
- Yes! Rivers Can Flow North! – p.25
- Modeling the Susquehanna Watershed – p.31
- Tracing the Stream – p.34
- River Puzzle – p.36
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Fishing the Chesapeake Bay in Maryland
Jennifer Markham, Biology Department
Monroe Community College

Name: _______________________________________

Materials
dice (a pair for each pair of students)

handout for each student

blue crayons (optional)

Procedure
Roll a die once for each of the 20 fishing spots in the chart on the next page.
If you roll a 1, 2, or 3, you did not catch the fish (or crab). Write ‘0’ in the last column.
If you roll a 4, 5, or 6, you caught one! Write ‘1’ in the last column. On the map, copy the name of the type fish (or crab)
you caught next to its picture. (The name is in the 2nd column of the fishing log below).

Questions
1. Compare with your classmates. Who caught the greatest number of fish and crabs today?
2. Who caught the most different types of fish?
3. How is the water quality in New York State’s Susquehanna River connected to the health of the fish and
crabs in the Chesapeake Bay?
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Fishing log: Record whether you caught 0 or 1 at each fishing spot in the table below:
Did you
catch 0 or
Fishing Spot
Fishing for
1?
1 Lower Potomac River
striped bass
2 Patuxent

red drum

3 Gas Docks

spot

4 Sharps Island

croaker

5 The Hill

striped bass

6 Thomas Point

striped bass

7 Sandy Point

white perch

8 Baltimore Light

white perch

9 Swan Point

striped bass

10 Love Point

striped bass

11 Kent Island

blue crab

12 Eastern Bay

croaker

13 Poplar Island

striped bass

14 Choptank River

white perch

15 Diamonds

Spanish mackerel

16 James Island flats

croaker

17 Nanticoke River

speckled trout

18 Middle Grounds

bluefish

19 Big Annemessex River oysters
20 Pocomoke Sound

striped bass
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Common Caddisflies and Mayflies
in the Susquehanna River Watershed
by Jennifer Markham, Biology Department
Monroe Community College

Note: This set of 4 short lessons is a companion to the Water Sampling Guide by Stephen
Vermette (especially the Benthic Organisms section at the end of the Water Sampling Guide).
Immature caddisflies and mayflies are called nymphs because they live in fresh water.
These insects cannot survive in streams where the water quality has been severely impacted
by human activities. Their presence in many of the streams and lakes in the Susquehanna River
watershed is evidence of good water quality there. Since these are the headwaters for the
Chesapeake Bay, this is good news for the millions of humans and wild animals who depend on
the ecosystem services that the Bay provides.
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LESSON 1. Caddis and mayfly identification
Use the ‘Species Identification Key’ at the end of the Water Sampling Guide.
Or, another good branching identification key with pictures that can be copied for student use
(as long as it is not altered) is the Identification Guide to Freshwater Macroinvertebrates by
Stroud Water Research Center, Pennsylvania
http://www.stroudcenter.org/education/MacroKey_Complete.pdf

A

Note:
In the stream,
this nymph is
protected by a case
made of bits of
twigs spun
together with silk.

B

Drawing
by Kaimialana
from Wikipedia
‘Hydropsychidae’
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LESSON 2. Tan Caddis can indicate water quality
“The Tan Caddis is more tolerant of certain types of pollutants, such as sewage effluent and farming
runoff, than most aquatic insect species, which allows them to thrive in many NY trout streams where other
aquatic species cannot."
-Paul Weamer, New York Hatches p. 120
Each dot on the Susquehanna River watershed map below
represents a location in which Tan Caddis was found.
The three largest dots (A, B, & C) are locations where an
unusually large proportion of the macroinvertebrates found were
Tan Caddis.
They are also the three Tan Caddis locations with the worst water
quality (described as ‘moderately impacted’).
Hydropsyche
Photo © Biopix: N Sloth
http://eol.org/data_objects/19166368
NYS Freshwater Invertebrate Atlas
http://www.dec.ny.gov/animals/84568.html

1. How do the findings about water quality and relative abundance of Tan Caddis in the Susquehanna
River watershed support the quote at the top of the page?
2. What city is located near dot ‘A’?
(Hint: Compare this map to the Upper Susquehanna Subbasin map.)
3. What are some sources and types of pollution that might be associated with a city?
4. What can people do to help protect the water quality in their local streams?
5. Why is water quality in New York’s Susquehanna River watershed important?
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LESSON 3. Phenology of caddisfly and mayfly hatches
Caddisfly and mayfly nymphs hatch into winged adults.
It can be a huge frenzy, as seen over the Susquehanna River.


See article and images: “Bridge closed for 2nd night over swarms of mayflies, crashes”
http://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/swarming-mayflies-cause-motorcycle-crashes-close-pa-bridge/ar-BBl8flG




WATCH: 'Blizzard' of mayflies swarm Route 462 bridge
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zsdjaeqkfls
The image above is from an informal illustrated narration of the mayfly life cycle at:
http://ayearonthefly.blogspot.com/2012/12/fly-friday-illustrating-mayfly-life.html

A fly fisherman can disguise a fishhook to resemble a particular type of caddisfly or mayfly that is hatching, so
trout might be fooled into biting it. The angler researches the timing of hatches of insects that trout like to eat.
In some cases, the opening of a certain species of flower happens around the same time as the hatch of a
particular mayfly or caddisfly species. This can help the fly fisherman know when to fish with a certain type of
fly to catch trout.
This calendar below shows which month certain flowers bloom in western New York, including the
Susquehanna River watershed. The table lists which insect hatch corresponds to each flower bloom, regardless
of which watershed you are in.
1. Write the name of each insect on the calendar in the month when you expect it to hatch in the
Susquehanna River watershed.
February
Brr! Still winter!
No flowers yet.

May

March

April

Forsythia

June
Dame’s
Rocket

August

Goldenrod

Dandelion

July
Oxeye
Daisy

Mullein

September

Aster

2. In what month would you fish with a Hendrickson
fly in the Susquehanna River watershed?
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LESSON 4. Key to mayfly nymphs common in the Susquehanna River watershed
1. Fore legs with ‘brushes’ of long hairs on the inner surface......Brushlegged Mayfly
1’. Lacking such brushes...........................................................................................2
2. A pair of square gills meet at the dorsal midline like a split skirt
just behind the thorax...............................................................Small Squaregill
2’. Without such enlarged gills on abdominal segment 2........................................3
3. Head, body & femurs distinctly flattened; legs splayed out, held flat against
the surface it clings to; dark-colored........................................Flatheaded Mayfly
3’. Body not as flattened, more cylindrical;
abdominal gills uniquely layered with numerous lobes;
often with pairs of bumps on the dorsal midline of abdominal segments
............................................................................................Spiny Crawler Mayfly
Next to the name of each mayfly in the key above,
write the letter of the photo below that shows its key characteristic(s).
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A Complex Anchor Text & 10 Lesson Ideas:
The New York Conservationist magazine is widely available. It contains articles of appropriate length and complexity for
students in 7th grade and higher who are preparing for college-level reading. Here is one good example:

Fonda, Bill. (2007). Protecting the Carmans River. New York State Conservationist, Volume 61 (Issue 5, April),
pages 20-22.
There are many possible directions for lessons anchored in this article. Here are some suggestions:
1. Use a map to trace the Carmans River from Cathedral Pines County Park south to Bellport Bay. What benefits (e.g.,
scenic, wildlife habitat, recreational use, water withdrawal) does the river provide? Which location on the would you
want to visit? (e.g., Robinson Duck Farm Dog Park http://lidog.org/)
2. Use the ‘NYS Watersheds’ portion of the DEC website to research the geography and water quality in your watershed:
http://www.dec.ny.gov/lands/60135.html
3. Learn more about Trout Unlimited. How and why does this organization play an important role in the conservation of
waterways? Use EPA’s ‘Surf Your Watershed’ site to explore what citizen-based groups are at work in your watershed.
4. Learn to distinguish brook trout, brown trout, and rainbow trout from each other. What does it mean that brook trout
are ‘native’? Where were brown trout and rainbow trout introduced from? What are the desirable traits of these
introduced species?
5. Do a fish printing art project. A realistic fish replica of a trout, suitable for painting with washable tempera paint and
printing or rubbing onto everyday white paper or colored construction paper, is sold online by Dick Blick Art Materials.
(The replica is big enough that paper longer than letter size might work better.) Colors and patterns can be chosen to
represent brook, brown, or rainbow trout.
6. The Carmans River fish ladder is now complete. Is there a fish ladder in your watershed? What obstacle does this fish
ladder help fish bypass? What species are likely to use the fish ladder? Do particular ages or a particular sex of fish use
the ladder? In what seasons do the fish migrate, and in what direction (upstream or downstream; from freshwater to
sea or from sea to freshwater) do the fish migrate in each season? What is happening in the fish life cycle at each end of
their migration route?
7. Explain the concept of groundwater, and the relative importance of groundwater as a source of freshwater for human
use. Illustrate with a cross-sectional diagram relevant to an aquifer and surface water body in your area the idea of the
water table and how an aquifer can provide base flow of groundwater into a stream.
8. Further investigate the role of oil-eating microbes in bioremediation of oil spills.
9. Analyze the process of eutrophication. What kinds of pollutants typically lead to eutrophication? What is hypoxia?
Relate hypoxia to ‘dead zones’ in waterways. Relate these ideas to the fact that bioremediation of the gasoline
contamination with microbes in the Carmans River was accompanied by addition of oxygen to the water.
10. The results of the USEPA MTBE Pilot Project Report are available at http://www.dec.ny.gov/chemical/42161.html
Discuss the ethics in the Getty Station, Portion Road, Ronkonkoma case. The gas station owner dumped water into the
monitoring well to dilute the contamination from his station. There is a public drinking water supply well 1400 feet from
the station. The high level of MTBE in the groundwater was demonstrated. The investigation and cleanup in this case
were expected to cost 1.5 million dollars.
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Watershed Exercise
Modified by Katri Mallory
Edited from National Geographic
Your Name: _____________________________
This exercise is about water – how much you use and the impact of people on a watershed. To do this exercise, you
must be connected to the internet. The following site will be utilized:
http://chesapeake.fieldscope.org/map/31
Vocabulary: Define the following terms
Bay: ________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Estuary:_____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Watershed:__________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
GIS:_________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Transpiration: _______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Evaporation:_________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Condensation:________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Precipitation:_________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Run off:_____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Groundwater:________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Fieldscope: http://chesapeake.fieldscope.org/map/31
Navigate to the link above. There is no need to create an account.
Background: The Chesapeake Bay is the largest estuary in the United States and has a watershed region that extends over
six states and the nation’s capital. The region is a national treasure, home to rich habitats – on the land and in the water –
and sites of historical significance. The land of the Chesapeake Bay region also provides agriculture and farming products
for the citizens of the watershed and elsewhere across the United States and beyond. Fieldscope is an online GIS
(Geographic Information System). Compared to other GIS programs, it is intuitive and easy to use.
1. On the far right side, use the drop down button to experience different underlying images. After you have looked
through all of them, choose the NatGeo terrain.
a. TIP: after you are finished using a tool, click the navigate button (the arrow), so you can easily move
around the map.
2. At the top right notice Mouse Location Units – as you move around the screen, it will give you Lat/Long.
3. Turn on the layer for watershed boundaries. What part of the Chesapeake Bay Watershed is in New York?
4. What is the name of the river that drains directly into the Chesapeake Bay (hint: the only one that starts in NYS)?
5. Using the Search tab, Search for Elmira, Corning, or Binghamton; which one did you use? ___________________
What was the latitude _______________ longitude ______________?
6. Use the Measure Distance tool to measure the shortest straight-line distance from your location to the Chesapeake
Bay. Select the tool and then draw a straight line from your location to the nearest point on the shore of the Bay. What
was the [shortest straight-line] distance? (Include your units!) ___________________
7. Zoom into your location. Use the Compute Flow Path Tool and click on your city. When the computation is complete,
your flow path will appear. If you were to drop a cup of water on this spot, it would take this path to the Atlantic
Ocean.
What was the distance to the Bay (tributary flow path)? (Include your units!): _______________
8. On what river is your city located? _______________
9. Zoom into your location. Use the Compute Watershed tool and click on your location. When the computations are
complete, your watershed will appear. Use the Query Point button to learn more about your watershed (make sure
your Watershed Boundaries layer is on!!)
If, when you query the watershed polygon, and it is very small –local watershed (HUC11) or very big – a subregion
(HUC4), you can go to the watershed tab and delete the watersheds. You should have a subbasin (HUC8). It might take
a couple of tries.
How big is your watershed (units!)? _______________
What is the Subbasin named? ______________
10. Impervious surfaces are surfaces that do not let water easily pass through – paved roads, parking lots, buildings.
Instead of flowing directly into the ground, water runs off, often carrying pollutants with it.
Turn on the Impervious Surfaces layer. This will give you percent impervious.
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11. By querying your watershed, you can find out how much of that area is pervious or impervious surface. Click the Query
Polygon tool and then click on your watershed. The program will ask you if you would like to query the polygon or start
another. USE WATERSHED.
What is the approximate area queried: _______________
What is the Pervious Surface percent? _______________ How many square kilometers? _______________
What is the Impervious Surface percent? _______________ How many square kilometers? _______________
What is happening around the dark grey areas? (Why are these areas impervious?)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
12. What are some of the pollutants that end in the Chesapeake Bay from upriver? (You might have to look these up):
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

13. Pick two of the pollutants you found. What effect do these have on the Bay or estuary?
a. _____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
b. _____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

TO RESET THE QUERY POLYGON TOOL, CLICK ON THE NAVIGATE ARROW, THEN CLICK ON THE QUERY POLYGON TOOL.
14. Turn off the Impervious Surface layer and turn on the Land Cover layer. Click on the information icon next to the layer
name to view and read the layer legend. Zoom out until you can see most of your watershed. Query your watershed
polygon to find out the land cover types that make up the watershed.
Land Cover Type
Deciduous Forest
Pasture/Hay
Cropland
Low Intensity Urban
Evergreen Forest
High Intensity Urban
Open Water
Woody Wetlands
Extractive
Mixed Forest
Emergent Wetlands
Barren

Area (Percent)
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15. What is the dominant land cover in your watershed? What is the second most dominant land cover?

16. What effect does the dominant land cover in your watershed have on locations down river? Name 3 effects (you might
have to look these up!)
a. _____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
b. _____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
c. _____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

17. Using the internet and what you have discovered about water consumption and watersheds, percent impervious and
the dominant land cover, describe one solution that could be put into place to reduce or limit the detrimental effects
to the bay. Utilize at least 3 of the following terms: Bay, Estuary, Watershed, GIS, Transpiration, Evaporation,
Condensation, Precipitation, Run off, or Groundwater.
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Yes, Rivers Can Flow North!
A Lesson on Watersheds
Timothy McDonnell
New York Geographic Alliance
Monroe Community College
Rochester, New York
Grade Levels: Upper Elementary and Middle School

Objectives:
1. To define these geographic terms: watershed, tributary, divide, source, outlet, drainage area.
2. To demonstrate that the rivers can flow in any compass direction, but they always flow downhill.
3. To make models of watersheds and to compare them to real river systems.
Spatial Thinking Skills: connections between places, hierarchies, analogies, patterns, and associations
Materials: compass directions displayed on the walls of classroom, cardboard (or foam board), plastic tubing,
funnel, cups, world map or atlas, construction (or some other stiff) paper, markers, food coloring (optional),
dice, graph paper, river map of the United States, river map of New York State (or your state).
Procedures:
1. Choose a watershed in New York and find it on a relief map. Students should be able to trace the flow
from high elevations (dark brown colors) down to the ocean (blue).
2. In this step, they will draw a watershed map of their own for New York State (Use the NY map (Map 6)
at the end of this lesson). First, they should locate and label these major rivers: Hudson, Susquehanna,
Genesee, Delaware, St. Lawrence, and Oswego. Next, they color the tributaries. Start with the Hudson
River. Next trace over all tributaries of the Hudson River. (It’s easier to work backwards from the river
to the source). Then they should draw a dotted line around the entire watershed. Repeat this for all
the river systems, giving each a different color.
3. Rivers are parts of systems or watersheds. This is something that needs to be modeled. First, give each
small group of students a piece of stiff paper (construction paper works well). Write the four cardinal
directions on the paper. Then, have them crumple the paper gently. Then they should pull the paper
out again, so there “mountains” in the middle. Tape the paper to the desk surface.
4. Tell the students that this is an “island,” and their desktop is the “ocean.” Using markers, they should
trace the ridges along the high points. These are divides. Using a different color, they should trace one
main “river” down the slope to the ocean. Then they draw in the tributaries that connect to this main
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river. This is a watershed. They repeat this process until they have several watersheds sketched on the
paper.
5. Optional: They can test this model out by rolling a marble down the map. For each watershed, the
marble should roll in a different direction, but always downhill! Or, for older students, they can try
dripping diluted food coloring down the slides of the mountains instead of using markers.
6. Make a simple model “river,” that is gently sloping (see Figure 2 on the next page), using cardboard (or
foam board), plastic tubing, and funnel, and a cup to catch water.
7. You should the four cardinal directions displayed in the classroom. Point your river model “south.”
Pour water down the funnel, and discuss what happens with the students.
8. Repeat this process so the river flows east, west, and north. Discuss what this means with the class.
Can rivers flow in all directions?
9. Now tilt your river so it slopes uphill. What happens now? Try it in other compass directions. Does it
flow or not?
10. What must we conclude? Are “north” and “up” the same? Are “south” and “down” the same?
11. Choose a watershed, like the Susquehanna River in New York’s Southern Tier. Make river models for
the river and its tributaries. Using a Y-shaped connector tube (from a chemistry lab or an aquarium
supply store), hook them together to form a watershed. By pouring water into the funnels at the same
time, you can model how the amount of flow increases downstream. Adding food coloring to “pollute”
one river, affects the entire system. (See the “Modeling the Susquehanna Watershed” activity for
more details).
12. You can make another model of a watershed map by using dice and graph paper. Have the students
work in pairs. Give them a copy of “The Die Model”. Notice that there a dots (sources of rivers) located
just inside the divides. They should turn the paper so the ocean side faces them. Start with any dot.
One student rolls a die. His/her partner draws a line in one graph square as follows: 1 - down
diagonally left; 2 – down diagonally right, 3 – squiggly line straight down; 4 – an S- curve down; 5 – a
horseshoe-shaped loop left; 6 – a horseshoe-shaped loop right. When the river reaches the ocean,
stop!
13. Pick another dot, and repeat step 12. However, if the second river meets the first river, stop there. It
becomes a tributary. To make it look more realistic, trace over the river from this point to the sea, so it
is wider (more water in it). Keep going until all dots are used up. If this river has six tributaries then it
should be very wide by the time it reaches the sea.
14. How close to real river systems is this model? Compare it to the Susquehanna River Watershed. What
similarities and differences do they see? There is also an Average Flow Map. The thicker the arrow, the
more water flows through that watershed. Can the students tell you why the Hudson River has a larger
volume of flow than the Genesee River?
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Extension Activity: Canals are built to connect one watershed to another. For example, the Erie Canal connects
the Great Lakes Watershed to the Hudson River Watershed. Look at a profile of the canal. Students should
notice that it sometimes goes uphill and then downhill. How can this be? What do locks have to do with this,
and where must the water come from?

Figure 2: River Model

Photo showing one possible set-up of the river model
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The “Die” Model
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2

3

4

5

6
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Map 5: Major lakes and rivers in New York State
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Map 6: New York State rivers
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Modeling the Susquehanna Watershed
Timothy McDonnell
New York Geographic Alliance
Monroe Community College
Rochester, New York
The headwaters of the Susquehanna River are found in New York State. Most of the Southern Tier is found in
this watershed. To the north are the Finger Lakes, to the east is the Delaware River, and to the west is the
Genesee River. Because the highest elevation is in the Allegheny Plateau, the general flow of the Susquehanna
and its tributaries is to the south. After cutting through Pennsylvania, this important river empties into the
Chesapeake Bay.

GOALS OF THIS LESSON: The model shows how rivers are connected together to form a watershed. Students
should discover several important concepts




Water flows downhill, but that can be in any compass direction.
Small streams combine to form major rivers (a hierarchical system).
Pollution in one branch of the watershed can impact the entire system.

ASSEMBLING THE MODEL: This model consists of cardboard supports with plastic tubing taped to the upper
edges. T or Y shaped joints help connect the “rivers.” The pieces should be cut to the following measurements:
Branch

Name of River

Height of Piece

Vertical Drop

Width of Piece

WEST

Canisteo R.

12 in.

8 in.

16 in.

Cohocton R.

17 in.

13 in.

13 in.

Chemung R.

4 in.

3 in.

9 in.

Tioughnioga R.

7 in.

5 in.

13 in.

Chenango R.

9 in.

7 in.

16 in.

Upper Susquehanna R.

7 in.

5 in.

24 in.

COMBINED

Lower Susquehanna R.

1 in.

0.75 in.

6 in.

FINGER LAKES

Onondaga Cr.

7 in.

5 in.

10 in.

EAST
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Sample Piece:

The pieces need supports to keep them vertical. They should be arranged on a table top following this
template:
Onondaga

Canisteo

Cohocton

Tioughnioga

Chenango

Upper Susquehanna
Chemung

Lower Susquehanna

Students use funnels to pour water into the model. There should be a pail to capture the flow out of the Lower
Susquehanna River. Use the Y-shaped connector inverted to pour water into Onondaga Creek and Tioughnioga
River simultaneously. This models a divide.
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Photo showing a set-up of the river model using a Y-shaped connector

What to look for…
1. The more streams used, the greater the total flow in the Susquehanna system.
2. Onondaga Creek is NOT part of the system, since its water flows in the opposite direction (north) and does
not connect to any other stream.
3. The steepness of the slope is exaggerated greatly, but it is to scale. The steeper the gradient, the faster the
flow will be. You cannot get the stream to flow in the opposite direction, since that would be uphill. (“Uphill”
and “north” are not synonyms!)
4. Try adding food coloring to one of the streams to “pollute” the river. Notice how this contamination
continues downstream. What if an exotic species is introduced? How will it be spread through the watershed?
5. Of course, this is not the entire Susquehanna Basin. There are many more streams that connect to these
main rivers. This should be seen (or better yet, traced) on a map of the region. They should also note that the
Lower Susquehanna does NOT end at the Pennsylvania border, but it continues generally to the south until it
flows into the Chesapeake Bay. Other rivers (i.e. the Potomac and the James Rivers) also flow into the Bay, so
they are part of a larger watershed.
6. Of course, this model can be used to simulate other watersheds (Hudson, Genesee, etc.). Try to design your
own model.
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Trace the Stream!
A Lesson on Watersheds Using USGS Streamer ©
The National Atlas is a great resource for teaching geography. There is now a new section to the atlas that
can be used to study watersheds. It’s called Streamer, and the website URL is
http://water.usgs.gov/streamer/web/
1. Open up the Streamer web page. In the upper right hand corner, there is a “Location Search” box. Type in
the name of your hometown in the box. (Example: Bath NY). Hit “Enter.” The map should zoom in to your town.
What is the name of a stream or river in your home town?
__________________________________________
Make sure that “Trace Downstream” is the tool (top of the screen). Click on the stream. What happens next?
________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Describe briefly where the water in your local stream goes. Where does it end up? __________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
2. Clear the screen. That tool is on the top of the screen, too. Now select “Trace Upstream.” Click again on
the stream in your town. What happens this time? ________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Are there many streams shown connected together? ______ What do we call the small streams that flow into
larger ones? _________________________ Put them altogether and you have a watershed.
Why is this important? Suppose someone in your watershed dumps raw sewage into a stream. How will that
affect YOU? _______________________________________________________
3. You are probably living in the Susquehanna Watershed. Where does this river empty into the ocean (its
“mouth”)? (Repeat Step 1, if necessary). ______________________ Bay. What city in Maryland is at the
mouth? _________________________ To see the entire watershed, zoom in and then choose “Trace
Upstream.” Click on the river. What do you observe?
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Repeat this step at these locations: Riverside PA, Corning NY, Bath NY, and Cohocton NY. Summarize
your results: ________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
4. Have you noticed the green lines drawn on the Streamer Map? Geographers call them divides. This means
that rivers flow in opposite directions.
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Find Cortland NY. Use the “Trace Downstream” tool and click on the Tioughnioga River. Where does the water
go? _______________________________ Repeat this for nearby Dryden NY. Now what happens?
___________________________________________________________
The green line is a divide because it ________________________ watersheds from each other. In New York,
the largest divide is a boundary between those streams and rivers flowing into the Atlantic Ocean from those
that are part of the Great Lakes Watershed.
5. Notice that this is a Terrain Map. It shows hilly and mountain regions. Move your map so that the
Adirondack Mountains of northeastern New York are clearly seen. Choose several streams in the mountains.
Use the “Trace Downstream” tool on them. Do you get any rivers that flow south? ______ north? _______
other directions? ________
Important rule… Rivers can flow in any compass direction, but they always go out of places of _______
elevation to those of _______ elevation.
By the way, did you see any rivers that seem to end at the border with Canada? Do you think they actually end
there? _______ What happens instead? ______________________________
____________________________________________________________________________.
6. MAKING A REPORT: You also have the option of getting information about your part of the Susquehanna
watershed. The easiest way to do this is to pick a location choose the “Trace Upstream” option. After you see
the watershed highlighted in red, click on the “Trace Report” tool. Pick the “Detailed Report” option. A new
page with statistics and a map will be generated. The following towns are suggested: Elmira, NY (Chemung
River), Cortland, NY (Tioughnioga River), Savona, NY (Cohocton River), Oneonta, NY (Upper Susquehanna
River), Oxford, NY (Chenango River). Which location did you choose? __________________ Watershed
Name _______________
Mention four facts you found out about this watershed by getting a trace report:
(1) ________________________________________________________________________
(2) ________________________________________________________________________
(3) ________________________________________________________________________
(4) ________________________________________________________________________
** If you click on a stream gage number, you will get information about the amount of water flowing past the
gage – real time.
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River Puzzle
The river puzzle is a part of Geography Action!, an educational outreach program of the National Geographic
Society in partnership with The Coca Cola Company and the Conservation Fund.
URL: http://nationalgeographic.org/activity/river-puzzle/
Directions:
1. Photocopy the puzzle pieces; once set of pieces for each pair of students.
2. Have students cut up the pieces.
3. Have students put the SOURCE piece (the beginning of a river) near the top of a large sheet of
construction paper and the MOUTH piece (a river’s end) near the bottom.
4. Sort the other pieces into categories: nature, urban, agriculture, industry, recreation, power.
5. Discuss how each activity or use along a river could affect people, animals, and plants downstream. For
example, think about where along a river would water be clean for swimming or fishing? Does farming
affect the water in a river? What can happen when a town is close to a river?
6. Then, place the other puzzle piece according to how land use along a river usually develops. For
example, thing about where rural, urban and suburban land use are usually located. Also, a power
plant is usually downstream from a dam.
7. Now it is your turn to put the pieces together.
Possible Answer: There is no one correct answer to this puzzle. Student answers will vary. The activity
presents an opportunity for discussion about land use and how one activity can influence others. A typical
sequence of land use along a river is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Source
Camping
Fishing
Dam
Power plant
Paper mill
Trees
Farming
Farming with cows
Water treatment plant

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Wet land with ducks
Kids on a playground
Suburban housing
Megalopolis
Factory
Sewage treatment
Wetland
River extension
Mouth

Note to teachers:
Please remember, this activity:
- Does not consider the watershed of the river and how land use taking place there could influence the
health of the river.
- Does not include tributaries to the river and their potential effect on the river
- Prompts a discussion about how people have modified the land and the consequences of the
modifications.
- May lead to research by students to determine how the different land uses: agriculture, industry, and
urbanization can influence the quality of water in a river.
- May also lead to research by students to determine the purpose of water treatment and sewage
treatment plants and how they work
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River Puzzle
Every river has a beginning and an end, but a lot of different things can go on in between! The things we do in
a watershed—the area drained by a river—can affect the health of rivers.
Your challenge: Make a healthy river that everyone can live with for a long, long time!
Instructions





Print or copy the river puzzle pieces page
Cut out the puzzle pieces or ask a grownup for help.
Put the SOURCE piece (the beginning of a river) near the top of a big sheet of construction paper and
the Mouth piece (a river's end) near the bottom.
Sort the other pieces into categories: nature, urban, agricultural, industry, recreation, power.

How to plan your river:
Consider how each activity or use along a river could affect people, animals, and plants downstream (in the
direction of, or closer to, the mouth). Ask yourself:







What are some ways that people use rivers?
What can happen to a river when a factory is nearby?
What can happen when a town is close to a river?
Where along a river would water be clean for swimming or fishing?
Could building a dam change a watershed?
Does farming affect the water in a river?

Move the puzzle pieces around until you're satisfied, then tape your river to the construction paper.

Make a special river:
Be creative! Use puzzle pieces to make a model of a river in your state. Collect pictures from magazines and
make your own puzzle pieces.

Geography Action! Rivers 2001! is an educational outreach program of the National Geographic Society in
partnership with The Coca-Cola Company and The Conservation Fund. © 2001 National Geographic Society.
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River Puzzle Pieces
Note: river puzzle pieces may be downloaded and printed from
http://media.nationalgeographic.org/assets/file/river_puzzle_1.pdf
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Mapping Resources
- Topographic Maps: Map Symbols and Colors – p.41
- Aerial Photographs: Building Powers of Observation – p.43
- Site Characterization: Using the Tools of Geospatial Science – p.44
- Resource List – p.45
- Using the USGS Historical Topographic Map Explorer – p.46
- USGS Topographic Map Symbols – p.49
- Historical USGS Topographic Map Symbols – p.57
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TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS
Exercise 1: Map Symbols and Colors
You will need to supply your own topographic map.
Objective:

To be able to interpret different symbols and colors on topographic maps.

Materials:

USGS 7.5-minute topographic map, scale 1:24,000
Topographic Map Symbols booklet

Procedure:

Examine your topographic map and identify the features indicated below. Use the
Topographic Map Symbols booklet as reference.

1. Identify three point symbols represented on the topographic map.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

2. Identify three line symbols.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

3. Identify three area symbols.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

4. Name three uses of pattern.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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5. The use of color on the topo map distinguishes certain kinds of features. Give examples for:
Green: _____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

Brown: ____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

Blue: ______________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

Black: _____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

Red: ______________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

Purple: ____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
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AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS
Exercise 1: Building Powers of Observation
An aerial photograph is a snapshot of only one moment in time.
Photo Number: ___________________________________
Photo Date: ______________________________________
Season
What season is it? Relative to the season, what ground conditions might you expect to find?
Season: _________________

Indicators: _________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
Example: Winter – no leaves on trees, snow on the ground, ice on water bodies.
Spring – freshly plowed fields, leaves on trees (depending on month), wet fields due to spring rains, new
construction
Summer – vegetative cover is lush, activity at parks and beaches, houses camouflaged by trees,
agricultural activity
Fall – visible changes in vegetation, plowed fields
Day and Time
When was this photograph taken? Weekday? Weekend? Can you say anything about the time of day?
 You probably don’t have a calendar for this particular year. What clues can be extracted from the aerial
photograph to help answer this question?
 Locate major and minor roads. What can you say about the traffic? About activity at schools,
commercial, and industrial complexes? About cars and buses in parking lots?
 Depending on the season, are there signs of people/activities at parks, beaches, etc.?
 What can you conclude from the length of the shadows?
Year – What historical perspective does this photography provide?
 What you see on the photograph is not necessarily what you might see if you visited a site today. What
differences might you expect?
 Historic aerial photographs are valuable documents. What are some of the potential applications of
historic aerial photographs?
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SITE CHARACTERIZATION
Exercise 1: Using the Tools of Geospatial Science
1. Based on the historic 15’ USGS Topographic Map, characterize the landscape of the site in the early
1900’s. After reviewing the site on the more recent 7.5’ USGS Topographic Map, identify the changes
that have occurred on the landscape over the 50 + year time span.
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

2. Are the changes natural or human-influenced?
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

3. Visually interpret the historic and current airphotos for land use/land cover (for example: Urban or
built-up land, Agricultural land, Rangeland, Forest land, Water). Describe changes observed between
the years the two photos were taken.
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

4. How might the changes in land use/land cover impact the following:
 Environmental quality: ________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
 Wildlife habitat: _____________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
 Economic development: _______________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
 Recreational opportunities: ____________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
 Other: _____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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RESOURCE LIST
Topographic Maps
USGS Store
The US Geological Survey makes available scanned version of topographic graphs for the United States.
http://USGS.store.gov

Click on: Map Locator & Downloader.
Follow instructions on web page.
USGS Topographic Map Symbols
http://pubs.usgs.gov/gip/TopographicMapSymbols/topomapsymbols.pdf

US Topo Map Symbols
http://nationalmap.gov/ustopo/images/US_Topo_Map_Symbols.pdf

Aerial Photographs
EarthExplorer
The US Geological Survey archive of aerial photographs, satellite images and other remotely sensed
data.
http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov

1.
2.
3.
4.

Enter Search Criteria
Select Your Data Set(s)
Additional Criteria (Optional)
Search Results

Supplemental Resources
EarthSky Interview
“Peter Claggett sees changes to Chesapeake Bay with Landsat”
http://earthsky.org/earth/peter-claggett-sees-change-to-chesapeake-bay-with-landsat

New York Water Environment Association article
“Historical Look at the Susquehanna River Watershed”
http://www.nywea.org/clearwaters/09-1-spring/04-Historical.pdf

Ecological Society of America journal article
“Chesapeake Bay Watershed Historical Land Use: Impact on Water Quality and Diatom Communities”
http://www.jstor.org/stable/1941979

Southern Tier Central Regional Planning and Development Board
Susquehanna-Chemung Action Plan
http://www.stcplanning.org/usr/Program_Areas/Water_Resources/SusquehannaChemung_Action_Plan/S_C_Action%20Plan_2012.pdf
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Using the USGS Historical Topographic Map Explorer
Heather Pierce, Chemistry & Geosciences Department
Monroe Community College
You can use ArcGIS Online to find a location, view historical topographic maps from various time periods, and then
determine how that location has changed over time. No account is needed.
Go to: http://historicalmaps.arcgis.com/usgs/
1. Locate the search box on the left-hand side of the screen. It is labeled ‘Find a Place’.

2. Type an address or name of a place, such as Cortland, into the search box and press Enter, or select the correct
entry from the drop-down box that appears as you type.

The map display on your screen will adjust to show you the region near the location that you searched for. In
this case, you should see the city of Cortland.

3. Click on a location in your area of interest. A red crosshair will appear to mark your exact location. The position
of the crosshair determines which topographic maps you will be able to view.
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A timeline will also appear at the bottom of the screen. This displays the maps that are available for that
location in any given year.
The name in the box corresponds to the
name of the topographic map. It is not
uncommon for the map name to change
over the years, even if it is showing the
same location.
Maps at different scales frequently have
different names too.

4. Click on the year of the map you wish to view. In this example, the oldest map in the timeline was selected,
Cortland 1903. (Note: If you can’t see all of the dates on the timeline, you can hold down the left mouse button
and drag the timeline to the right or left). A topographic map layer will appear:

You can zoom-in using the mouse scroll wheel or the controls in the upper left-hand corner of the map:

You can also move the map around by holding down the left mouse button and dragging it.

5. Now that you know what this location looked like in 1903, you can compare it to another time period. Click on
the Cortland 1955 map in the timeline. When it loads, it will be displayed on TOP of the 1903 map layer, which
completely obscures the 1903 map from view. Don’t worry, you can adjust this (see next page).
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You can make the top map layer more transparent, or completely transparent, by dragging the slider located on
the left-hand side of the screen. This will allow you to view both maps at the same time (or toggle between the
two).

Less transparent

More transparent

6. Optional (but very useful): You can also download each topographic map sheet for free.

Click here to save to your
computer.

You may want to do this if you wish to print all or part of the map sheet. Many of these older maps are out of
print and available only in digital format. The files are zipped .pdfs and contain the full marginal information
that is not visible in the online view:
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USGS Topographic Map Symbols
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Historical USGS Topographic Map Symbols
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History Lessons
- The Underground Railroad – The Importance of Landscape! – p.59
- The Underground Railroad – The Importance of Watersheds! – p.63
- Harriet Tubman’s Preferred Route on the Underground Railroad – p.68
- Supplemental maps – p.70
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The Underground Railroad: The Importance of Landscape!
by Timothy McDonnell
New York Geographic Alliance
Monroe Community College
Rochester, New York

INTRODUCTION: Between 1830 and the Civil War, thousands of enslaved African-Americans made their
escape to freedom. Many went to Canada. Some settled in the Free States, i. e. New York. Others, sadly, were
recaptured, and sent back to slavery. There were many people along the way that helped them. This web of
safe houses (or Underground Railroad Stations) spread out through the northern states. New York State,
because of its location and geography, was a very important part of the story.

Location Map – New York in 1860:
1. Name the states that border on New York: _________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________.
2. Are any of these states “slave” states? _______
3. For a “Freedom Seeker” to make his or her way to New York, it would be necessary to travel through the
free state of _____________________________________________. This means that they would be far away
from most of the “slave catchers.”
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4. What foreign county borders on New York? ___________________________ Why was this the final
destination of most people escaping slavery? _________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
5. Where could the Freedom Seekers cross over the border? Take boat across Lake Ontario, or
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

The Underground Railroad and New York’s Rivers and Lakes:
This third map shows the main rivers and lakes found in and around New York State. It also shows the
documented stations of the Underground Railroad. This is also a spatial association. Are most of the stations
found near water? ______ Why do you think this was so? __________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Try to trace a possible escape route for a Freedom Seeker that follows waterways from Pennsylvania to the
Canadian border. Use a marker to draw it on a map. Then describe your route here:
____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________.

Elevation Map – Why Physical Geography Matters!
This map shows elevation and the location of known stations of the Underground Railroad.
1. What do the colors on this map tell you? _________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________.
2. Now look at the arrangement of the Underground Railroad stations. Are they spread out randomly across
the map? _______ Are there patterns (like in lines or in clusters)? _______
Describe one: ________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
3. In geography, we like to look for spatial associations. That means what things go with each other. What is
the association between elevation and the location of the stations of the Underground Railroad? Underground
Railroad stations are found ________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________.
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People of the Underground Railroad:
There were three main groups of people who assisted Freedom Seekers on their path toward Canada: the
Society of Friends (Quakers), the Activist (or “Come-outer”) Churches, and the free African-American
communities in the North.
What can we say about the concentration of Quakers in Pre-Civil War New York? ____________
______________________________________________________________________________
Most of the activist churches are found more in the western part of the state. They included groups like Free
Baptists, Wesleyan Methodists, and Presbyterians. There seems to be a connection between where these
churches were located and the Erie Canal. Can you describe it?
___________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Remember that the Erie Canal was not just highway for commerce and trade. It also helped spread ideas, like
opposition to slavery or women’s rights.
Another map shows the location of African-Americans throughout the state in 1860. What does the size of the
dots tell us? The larger the dot, _______________________________________.
New York had slavery until 1827, mostly around New York City and along the Hudson River. Where do you find
most of the largest dots? _________________________________________. These black communities
consisted mostly of formed New York slaves and their children. In Central and Western New York many of
those African-Americans came from the South. What does that mean?
_______________________________________________________________.
Previously, you traced a route for a Freedom Seeker going to Canada. Does this route also go through places
where there were Quakers, Activist Churches, and African-Americans? ________
Why is this important? ___________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________.

African-American Population Change (1850-1860):
The final map shows the growth (or decline) of African-American population during the Fugitive Slave Law
period (1850-1860).
Most people believe that Freedom Seekers living in New York fled to Canada during this period. Does this map
support that assumption? ________
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What evidence does this map give you to challenge the assumption? ______________________
______________________________________________________________________________
What part of New York State showed a decline in African-American population during the 1850s? (northern,
southern, western, eastern)? _______________________________________
On the other hand, parts of the state showed sizeable growth in the African-American population during this
same time period. Where did that happen? ________________________
There seems to be a movement or a migration of people from 1850 to 1860. African-Americans in the
___________________ part of New York migrated toward the ___________________ part of the state. Why
did they feel safer there? ______________________________________.

CONCLUSIONS? _____________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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The Underground Railroad: The Importance of Watersheds
By Timothy McDonnell
New York Geographic Alliance
INTRODUCTION: The Underground Railroad is the name given to the escape of enslaved people before the Civil War.
They found their way north and many ultimately ended up in Canada, where slavery had been abolished. Others stayed
in the “Free States” such as New York, Pennsylvania, or New Jersey. Often the “Freedom Seekers” had assistance from
people, white and black, who hated slavery. Those who showed them the way were called “conductors,” and those who
had safe houses were the “stationmasters.”
How did they navigate northward? Most enslaved people could not read, and they had no concept of maps, as we
know them. They did know that the star Polaris was the North Star, and on a clear night it would lead them in the right
direction. But it was often cloudy, so they needed other methods. Following waterways was certainly one of them. This
lesson will investigate the importance of waterways to the Underground Railroad.

Materials: Underground Railroad (“Clickable PDF”) layered maps, watershed maps of the Northeast USA, markers,
rulers.

Procedure:
1. On the map on following page, have the students label the important rivers, bays and lakes of the Northeast United
States: Atlantic Ocean, Chesapeake Bay, Delaware Bay, New York Harbor, Potomac River, Susquehanna River,
Delaware River, Hudson River, Ohio River, St. Lawrence River, Niagara River; Lake Ontario, Lake Erie, Finger Lakes,
Lake Champlain. Finally, label the Erie Canal.

2. They should also label the “Free States” (New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Vermont, Massachusetts,
Connecticut); “Slave States” (Maryland, Delaware, Virginia); and Canada. The goal of any Freedom Seeker is to escape
from the Slave States and find refuge in the North, especially in Canada. Have the students draw a route that they could
follow from the Chesapeake Bay through the northern states into Canada.

3. Discuss their routes. Is the shortest distance the best strategy? What other information do we need to evaluate the
routes? (i.e. mountains, other waterways)
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Map 7: Waterways of the Mid-Atlantic Region
4. Now we need to look at two other maps. They are “Clickable PDF” maps of the Underground Railroad in the MidAtlantic States: uggr_watersheds_MidAtlantic.pdf and ugrr_elevation_MidAtlantic.pdf. (They are on your flash drive,
or you can download them from the NYGA website – http://www.nygeographicalliance.org) The Clickable PDFs give you
the option of turning layers on or off, making the map simple or complex. Look for the layers icon on the left side of the
screen. It looks like a stack of papers.

WATERSHEDS: Start using this map with all the layers of rivers, canals, and estuaries turned off. You should see the
known and probable Underground Railroad stations on a plain map. Discuss the pattern. Are the stations randomly
distributed throughout the region? (No, they are clustered). Are there stations found in the slave states? (Only a few,
since it was very dangerous to help escaped slaves in the southern states).
Now, turn on all the water layers, too. How does this help to explain the patterns of Underground Railroad stations
that you see? Why are most of the stations located near bodies of water?
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Optional Activity: If you want to “kick-up” the math for this lesson, have the students do a sampling activity. Use the
map below. Have the students draw three squares on the map, each one measuring 100 miles on a side. Have them
count the number of Underground Railroad stations inside the squares. Then count the stations that are on a body of
water. What percentage of stations are on waterways in each square? What does this tell us?

ELEVATION: Now study the other pdf map. Once again, leave the water layers off for now. Only the Underground
Railroad stations and a relief map should be visible. First, make sure the students know that the dark coloration indicates
high elevation, and lighter colors indicate low elevation. Do you see the relationship between elevation and the location
of most stations? (Nearly all the stations can be found in lower elevation or between mountains).
Add the Erie Canal to the map. What is its significance to the escape route? (Many stations are found on or near the
canal, and it leads directly to Canada).

CONCLUSIONS: There are routes that make geographic sense, and then there are ones that defy logic. For example, if a
person escaping slavery is going to successfully make the journey to Canada, what pathway should he/she follow?
(rivers, lakes, valleys).
What features should be avoided? (mountains, remote places)
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Using the map below, have the students trace three routes that would take a Freedom Seeker from the Chesapeake Bay
in Maryland to Canada. Suggestions: Delaware/Hudson/ Mohawk River Route; Susquehanna/Finger Lakes Route;
Hudson/Lake Champlain Route; Susquehanna/Allegheny/Lake Erie Route, etc.
When completed, students should evaluate the routes of other students, discussing the pros and cons of each pathway.

EVALUATION ACTIVITY: The most celebrated “conductor” of the Underground Railroad was Harriet Tubman, herself an
escaped enslaved person from the Eastern Shore of Maryland. She returned south many times to lead family members
and total strangers northward to freedom, usually in St. Catherines, Canada, just west of Niagara Falls.
On the next page is a map of her favorite route north. It must have been effective, because Tubman “never lost a
passenger.” Why?
(1) Did the route take advantage of the waterways of the region?
(2) Did her chosen route avoid mountain barriers?
(3) Were there Underground Railroad stations along the route that she could rely on for assistance (food, shelter,
clothing, etc.)?
(4) Any other relevant information?
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* You can see a description of the Harriet Tubman Route. Open the document, “TubmanRte.doc.”

Map 8: Preferred Escape Route of Harriet Tubman
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Harriet Tubman’s Preferred Route on the Underground Railroad
1. Bucktown, MD – This was Harriet Tubman’s hometown, and she had many contacts here in the African-American
community. They would have to meet in secret.
2. Preston, MD – Quakers Jacob and Harriet Leverton, their son Arthur, and a free black, Daniel Hubbard, worked
together to steer Freedom Seekers toward the Mason-Dixon Line. It was dangerous work. Arthur was nearly lynched by
a pro-slavery mob in 1858.
3. Greensboro, MD – Harriet Tubman usually followed the Choptank River from the Chesapeake Bay almost to
Delaware. Here there was a bridge over the river that must be crossed to make a successful escape. She was never
caught, but others were not so fortunate.
4. Odessa, DE – The Appoquinimink Friends Meeting House was an active Quaker community. Help was reliable even
though slavery still existed nearby.
5. New Castle, DE – Both Quakers and free African-Americans seem to have been active in protecting Freedom Seekers
as they moved toward Wilmington. Tubman is known to have stopped here.
6. Wilmington, DE – Thomas Garrett was one of Harriet Tubman’s most important partners. She could count on his
support, and she knew that everyone would be safe in his home. He had connections leading into Pennsylvania.
7. Chester, PA – The large Quaker community offered many choices of safe houses. It was one of the safest places for
Freedom Seekers to be in Pennsylvania.
8. Philadelphia, PA – William Still, a free African-American, was the “President of the Underground Railroad” in
Philadelphia. Still could make arrangements to help Tubman across New Jersey.
9. Hamilton, NJ – Enoch Middleton, a wealthy merchant, built a mansion here in western New Jersey. It is a welldocumented site on the Underground Railroad.
10. Cranbury, NJ - The Cranbury Inn was a resting spot for travelers between Philadelphia and New York. Fugitive slaves
are known to have found safe haven here as well.
11. New York, NY – This was a dangerous place to be for escaped slaves. Shelter could be found, but Tubman often put
her passengers on the real railroad leading north along the Hudson River.
12. Tarrytown, NY – Harriet Tubman was a member of the A.M.E Zion Church in Tarrytown, where assistance could be
found, if needed.
13. Albany, NY – There were several places to hide and to rest in Albany. Harriet and Stephen Myers were the most
important contacts here.
14. Schenectady, NY – Moses Vine, a coachman at Union College, assisted many Freedom Seekers as they moved
westward through the Mohawk Valley.
15. Whitesboro, NY – The Oneida Institute, just outside of Utica, was a very progressive college. Most of the faculty and
students were anti-slavery, and fugitives from slavery were always welcome there.
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16. Peterboro, NY – It seems out of the way, but this was one of the safest places to hide out from slave catchers.
Harriet Tubman and her people could rest under the protection of Gerrit Smith, a wealthy abolitionist.
17. Syracuse, NY – Rev. Jermain Loguen was the most important stationmaster in Syracuse. He himself had escaped
from slavery, and he helped hundreds of Freedom Seekers find their way toward Canada.
18. Auburn, NY – Freedom Seekers often found refuge in Auburn, including in the home of William H. Seward, who was
a U.S. Senator then, and would later be Abraham Lincoln’s Secretary of State. Seward sold Tubman some land nearby,
and this became her home, especially after the Civil War.
19. Rochester, NY – There were many stations in Rochester, but Tubman was a friend of Frederick Douglass. He, in turn,
greatly admired her courage.
20. Holley, NY – This canal town offered refuge for Freedom Seekers as they made their final push toward the Canadian
border.
21. Lockport, NY – Refuge could be found near the famous five locks along the Erie Canal. There were other
Underground Railroad stations nearby in Niagara County.
22. Niagara Falls, NY – A large free-black community lived and worked here near the Falls. Just downstream from the
Falls, there was a suspension bridge that Tubman often used to make the final escape into Canada.
23. St. Catherines, Canada West – Harriet Tubman maintained a home here in Canada. This is where she rested until she
was ready to go back south again.
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Supplemental Maps for History Lessons

Map 9: Map of the United States - 1860
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Map 10: Waterways of New York and the Underground Railroad
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Map 11: NY shaded relief and Underground Railroad Stations
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Map 12: Activist Churches in the 1850s (NY)
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Map 13: African-American Communities in NY (from the 1860 census)
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Map 14: African American Population Change in NY (1850-1860)
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Map 15: The Underground Railroad in the Mid-Atlantic States
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Glossary of Terms
Bay – a body of water partially enclosed by land but with a wide mouth, affording access
to the sea
Confluence – a flowing together of two or more streams; or the point of juncture of
such streams
Continental Divide – a divide separating river systems that flow to opposite sides of a
continent
Delta – a part of a stream where it flows into the sea, river, lake, or ocean. At the mouth
of a river a delta can form resulting from sediment deposition.
Divide – boundary between catchment areas (or drainage areas)
Estuary – the tidal mouth of a river, where the tide meets the stream
Headwaters – a tributary stream of a river close to or forming part of its source
Mouth – a large natural stream of water emptying into an ocean, lake, or other body of
water and usually fed along its course by converging tributaries
Source – the point of origin of a stream or river
Topography - arrangement of the natural and artificial physical features of an area
Watershed - An area or region drained by a river, river system, or other body of water
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